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Abstract
We consider a simple real business cycle model in which shareholders hire self-interested executives to
manage their firm. A generic family of compensation contracts similar to those employed in practice is
studied. When compensation is convex in the firm’s dividend, an increase in the firm’s output results in
a more than proportional increase in the managers’ income. Incentive contracts of sufficient yet modest
convexity are shown to result in an indeterminate general equilibrium, one in which business cycles are
driven by self-fulfilling fluctuations in managers’ expectations. The proposed family of contracts may yield
first-best outcomes for specific parameter choices.
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1. Introduction
Executive compensation in public companies typically is provided in the form of three components, a cash salary (the wage and pension contributions), a bonus related to the firm’s short term
operating profit, and stock options (or other related forms of compensation based on the firm’s
share price). In seeking to create stronger links between pay and performance, the use of stock
options, in particular, has emerged as the single largest ingredient of U.S. executive compensation. According to Hall and Murphy [15], “in fiscal 1999, 94% of S&P 500 companies granted
options to their top executives. Moreover, the grant-date value of stock options accounted for
47% of total pay for S&P 500 CEOs in 1999.” CEOs of the largest U.S. companies frequently
receive annual stock option awards that are on average larger than their salaries and bonuses combined.3,4 Frydman and Jenter [12] report that for the period 2000–2005, options and other long
term incentive pay averaged 60% of total executive compensation; in 2008 the salary component
had fallen to only 17% of average total pay.
Executive options contracts represent a particular instance of a highly non-linear convex style
contract.5 In this paper we demonstrate that convex executive pay practices, within the context
of the separation of ownership and control in the modern corporation, may have dramatic, adverse business cycle consequences. In particular, we show that convex compensation contracts
may give rise to generic sunspot equilibria in otherwise standard dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium models. Sunspot equilibria (indeterminacy) formalize the notion that expectations
not grounded in fundamentals may lead to behavior by which they are fulfilled. These equilibria
may involve arbitrarily large fluctuations in macroeconomic variables even though production is
characterized by constant returns to scale at the social as well as private level. As such, convex
managerial compensation contracts provide an entirely new mechanism by which indeterminacy
may arise in real (non-monetary) economies. An even more disturbing observation is that convex
contracts may lead, under certain parameter configurations, to non-stationary behavior. Practically speaking this means that convex contracts may induce the self-interested manager to adopt
investment policies that drive his firm’s equilibrium capital stock to zero.6
3 See also Jensen and Murphy[18]; also, Shleifer and Vishny [28] and Murphy [24].
4 In the past few years, restricted stock grants have begun to supplant strict call options as the largest category of

executive compensation. Restricted stock grants are awards of stock to managers that cannot be sold until the end of a
prespecified vesting period and/or until certain performance goals are met. The purchase price of the stock is preset at the
grant date, and the executive typically receives the difference between the purchase price and the sale price of the stock
at the conclusion of the vesting period. At the level of abstraction of this paper, such grants are nothing more than long
term options with a time to maturity equal to the required vesting period. In actual practice, however, the executive incurs
no tax liability in the vesting period (until he cashes out) whereas the value of options grants are immediately taxable as
ordinary income at the initial grant date. Such favored tax treatment encourages the use of stock grants over pure options.
5 To clarify the sense of an options contract being convex, consider a single call option with a payoff at expiration
of cT = max{0, qTe − E} where T is the expiration date, qTe is the price of the underlying stock at expiration, and E
is the exercise price. The payoff is piecewise linear and convex in the sense that if qTe  E, cT = 0, and if qTe > E,
cT = (qTe − E), the latter being representable as a line with unit slope over its region of definition.
A portfolio of N call options would have a diagonal payoff line that is much steeper (the slope would, in fact, be “N”).
In this sense the payoff to N options is “more convex” than the payoff to one option: increases in qTe above E have a
much greater monetary benefit to the owner of the calls. When a CEO is given a grant of 1,000,000 options the diagonal
line becomes nearly vertical and convexity in the above sense becomes enormous.
6 Financial firms seem especially prone to lavishly convex compensation practices. We are reminded of the financial
crises surrounding the collapse of LTCM. In the year preceding its bankruptcy, the partners took the deliberate decision to reduce the firm’s capital, as a device for maximizing returns. More recently (2008) highly convex managerial

